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You are a sociologist who adopts an event-centered approach to your research, rather than

exploring a concept, such as nationalism, or a problem as such, e.g., political violence. Would you

say this is correct?

As Reinhart Kosselleck has observed, concepts emerge in response to specific questions arising in history,

and are altered by historical events too. Sociology in particular gave us key concepts to understand

modernity both as historical event, and as producing epochal conceptual transformation. Consider terms

such as community, nation, identity, public sphere and religion. Each of these emerged as terms

explaining something new, but also as programmatic in one way or other. In the places I am studying,

they are also subject to multiple levels of translation, and are harder to isolate from the work of other

concepts; rather, they combine and interact in the making of history.

Further, I focus on a new object of study, media, which are suddenly ubiquitous but were not taken account of in classical

sociological theories. The media bridge material and symbolic domains. If the material domain, of the economy and of technology

e.g., is empirically concrete, the symbolic domain is more variable. This is especially so in postcolonial societies. These societies

have inherited forms of knowledge implemented by colonial rule, which nationalists have since put to new uses. Thus categories

like religion and culture, which frequently recur in analyses of these societies, actually take on new meanings.

This was confirmed for me in my earlier research on religious nationalist mobilization. The claim of the Hindu nationalists, who

eventually were in power from 1998 to 2004, was that national progress required avenging Muslim hurt to Hindus. British

colonialism, whose impact was far greater and much more recent than Mughal rule, was ignored. Instead anticolonial critiques of

the British, of their economic exploitation and cultural domination, were retooled for use against the poorest of minorities.

Familiar codes of protest proliferated through recently expanded media institutions. A limited and peculiar kind of popular

empowerment, namely Hindu chauvinism, grew, while state recognition of collective entitlements diminished. The media was

crucial in accomplishing this transition to a more exclusive political culture, amidst claims of freeing the economy via state

deregulation.

We all know about Bollywood, and the importance of the media in India. But with the growth of television, the media began to

speak in the voice of the people, rather than in the voice of the state, as it had done previously. It is true, the cinema had

fashioned such a voice already. But the tempo of films was not that of the everyday. And filmmakers could never imagine the

kind of audience that television producers routinely got. Television in fact inaugurated a new phase of politics, as the rapid and

unexpected spread of Hindu nationalism suggests.

The introduction of television turned out to mirror not so much the world as the imagination, intensifying conceits about a united

Hindu nation, for example. Here my contribution was to show that what appeared to be an irresistible tide of majority sentiment

was partly a technological effect, one that looked very different when one moved across language groups. For example, English

and Hindi language audiences each assumed the nation ought to be united on their own terms, which were very different from

each other. Hindu unity was both imagined and achieved through adept political use of technology, rather than by shared affinity

as such.

We can see how a conjunctural analysis might be helpful in such a context. Given that concepts themselves are not stable, the

event becomes the problem, and thus provides a social laboratory of sorts. An event makes a segment of history available for

inspection, where the influence of prevailing understandings can be held at bay. Novelty usually does not lie in what was claimed

as eventful or newsworthy. What becomes available rather, is a chance to examine a range of material across scale, from minute

detail to macro accounts, and to advance new explanations.

For example, episodes of Hindu militant violence have become a staple of news, and as such are commodified media events,

reported and analyzed in predictable ways. Rather than treat such events as a given, I seek to understand the staging of
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violence, i.e., the production of the event, as part of what needs analysis.

Your work has looked at various events -- the violence in Gujarat for example -- as a window to look at the role of the

press and the nature of democracy in India -- Could you speak more about this?

The western state of Gujarat is perhaps the most outwardly oriented of any region in the subcontinent. Gujaratis have the

longest history of engagement in international commerce. They are at the forefront of every sphere of business, and they are

the most globally networked of any section of the population. Today the state of Gujarat  is regarded as a model of a transparent

bureaucracy. Yet it is also a site of recurrent episodes of gruesome violence, such as in 2002, when Hindu militants killed more

than 2000 Muslims, and raped perhaps hundreds of Muslim women. And the state's leaders assisted or condoned the violence,

rather than trying to prevent it. Now, Gujarat’s economic performance and its political violence are usually seen to be unrelated

events. What is promoted in the news is the link between supposedly transparent governance and economic performance in

Gujarat. But the violence may actually offer a clue to the way in which Gujarat is becoming a global economy. Unpunished

violence by the majority against the Muslim minority becomes a way of garnering political consent and silencing dissent, making

government more efficient as a result.

To notice this however, one has to make connections across disciplinary methods. For example, political scientists who study

voting and violence, understand these as instrumental forms of behavior. Anthropologists examine such activities as both

symbolic and desymbolizing practices. A sociology of the media would require instrumental as well as symbolic modes of inquiry,

paying attention to technological and institutional specifics of the media as well as the kinds of practices they enable.

The results of analysis pursuing such methods signals at least three emergent trends in globalization: 1) it signals a re-

structuring of political sovereignty through a tacit process of consent formation using religious and cultural markers, albeit in new

ways; 2) while modernity had earlier been defined by its tendency to render violence invisible or secret, public violence is

increasingly commonplace; and 3) the electoral process does not diminish the quantum violence but instead, institutionalizes

new forms of knowledge about it.

The expansion of media, far from making communication more transparent or accountable, and thereby limiting violence,

accelerates the propagation of rumor, mainly through the Gujarati language in this case. State institutions, far from checking the

circulation of rumor, utilize it to expand a Hindu political constituency and increase the ruling party vote base. Overt violence,

which in the Weberian view must be controlled by the state to be legitimate, is enacted by private parties and yet enjoys a tacit

legitimacy, thus suggesting the operation of a tacit or unofficial form of political power that is nonetheless public.

Politics is thus only partially about the electoral arena; media and markets communicate the rest, and while these are sensitive

to popular input, their rhythms are more affective and less deliberative, and depend on hourly and daily rather than five-year

cycles for example. Note that analyzing novel combinations of phenomena involves methodological innovation. Here the

innovation is at two levels. First, in understanding the combination of violence and democratic politics not as aberrant or

irrational but as productive, with each reinforcing the other. Second, in showing that cultural change is not external to the work

of technology, but internal to it.

To follow up on something you mentioned at the outset, what kind of data do you use and what is available for your

work? How does it limit or influence what you write about -- and how have the limitations become part of the work itself?

In creating an archive for my work I rely on ethnographic field-notes and interviews, media reports, and such government

documents as are available. Often there are not many official studies or reports, and hence the bulk of my archive, beyond the

secondary literature, relies on my own observations and notes, and media reports. It is relevant to notice a curious outcome of

the so-called information revolution, in this context.

On the one hand, a climate of information sharing and of ensuring public access increasingly appears to be taking shape, leading

to a widely heralded sense of growing transparency. But this occurs against a contrary tendency, what I call the informalization

of information. This is a dialectic that I address as a media theorist, namely that between secrecy and transparency in the

production of public opinion. The veracity of information of all kinds is uncertain, and the growth of information technologies

feeds, rather than undermines such uncertainty. This is hardly a byproduct of technical developments alone. State formation in

the postcolonial period in South Asia and elsewhere has relied on what appears to be a systematic process of restricting and often

undermining the possibility of an archive – i.e., of a publicly accessible historical record, and of a body of information allowing

claims upon the state.

Print publications and broadcasting have long been subject to highly restrictive legislation framed originally in the colonial period.

However, the ability of citizens to now produce, store and disseminate information independently creates new and multiple sites

for asserting authority. This is something that states must contend with. This confluence of technological availability together

with social specificity is what a postcolonial media theory must address, I suggest.

You are a sociologist writing from a department of media studies, focusing on India as an area studies scholar. How does

this confluence of disciplines influence your work? What conflicts and weaknesses do you find in these disciplines? What
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has been your reception as such a cross-disciplinary scholar?

Media studies is not a discipline, so much as a collection of disciplines addressing a new object. The Cold War sparked an

enormous interest in the media as a modern technology shared by east and west blocs, but understood differently: as ideological

tool of the regime on the one side, and as aiding the work of capitalist markets on the other. Other perspectives drawn variously

from art history to sociology focused on the mediated image or text, in more object-centered forms of analyses. What was shared

across these perspectives was the assumption that technology was internal to the global north, whereas it was external to the

rest of the world, which was understood as traditional, and thus pre-technological. This was obviously an ethnocentric view.

Technological media does pose a problem of teleology. The pace of communications development tends to suggest a linear logic of

media development that is being confirmed all around. Cultural difference used to be located in the presence or absence of

technology, but now it has to be sought within technological use. You can’t do that without some knowledge of the history of

language and of sense perception, which mediate technological effects. Neither media studies nor sociology is as yet very familiar

with such approaches.

It’s true, I trained as a sociologist, for whom the idea of area studies seemed insufficiently theoretical, and too empirically specific

to be interesting. It took me awhile to figure out that “theory” also came out of an area, just a different one, which for historical

reasons was treated as the grounds of universalism. But it could not provide the tools to understand so-called area studies until it

came to terms with its own areal determinations. Only then could it begin to acknowledge that “theory” could come from other

areas too, and that a univocal and monocultural conception of theory was detrimental to the universalist project theorists set for

themselves.

The reception of my work has been most extensive, I suspect, within area studies – which can be less parochial than disciplines

that assume they transcend area without having to try. In sociology and in media studies, I’m probably put into the category of

“globalization,” which is a kind of waiting room for assimilating new or not immediately familiar theoretical work from outside the

west.

You have spoken about the press in India not being a "mirror" as is the popular conception of it. Rather, you have spoken

about it being a stage upon which certain aspects of popular opinion are launched into public discussion. Can you speak

more about this?

To take the labor of representation as seriously as that which is represented, is to work with a theory of technology and of

ideology. The assumption that the media can provide objective accounts about the world has always co-existed with other ideas

about it, as entertaining and sensationalist, for example; alongside every reputed newspaper there has usually existed a tabloid

culture. However one can differentiate between societies where, as Marx said about 19th C. Western Europe, social equality had

attained the fixity of a popular prejudice, and societies where such an assumption is absent. In the former, truth may set you

free, but in the latter, truth is more often perceived as dangerous or embattled. What the media say, even the respectable

segments of it, is usually understood to be part of the play of political forces. Secrecy and suspicion proliferate alongside

information expansion. This both provokes and is used to justify coercion.

Media expansion has altered the landscape of course. For a long time even after independence, much of the work of news media

was to represent not the nation as it was, but as the government thought it ought to be. Strangely though, today, with the

growth of the economy, there are hundreds of 24-hour news channels hungry for input. A great many pressing problems

continue to get ignored, while the media create feeding frenzies over trivial issues. But every now and again, inconvenient truths

do surface.

The violence in Gujarat in 2002 was in fact one such occasion; the extraordinary level of publicity given to the violence made the

event more of an atrocity than it would otherwise have been. But the fact that this violence remains unpunished after nearly a

decade suggests that here we have a specific informational culture at work. At least for certain kinds of crimes, e.g., massacres of

Muslims, publicity does not lead to punishment. The public image then does not necessarily stand for truth or power; it stands in

no necessary relationship to the law.

Media representations are not sufficient by themselves to make a scandal out of what ought to be a scandal. But media growth

does not buttress political legitimacy in any simple sense either. The political scientist Philip Abrams pointed out that what we call

“the state” is an effect that is much larger than the sum of its parts, but it is through this imagined “effect” that the state

coheres. We can extend Abrams’s point to the media – which are crucial in imagining the state but actually exceed it. Unlike the

state, there is no outside to the media.

Your work has been given the highest area studies award -- but looking beyond -- can you speak as to how the "Indian

example" and your work in particular has challenged the West?

In my work, I show how the political forms of democracy depend on the interplay of media forms. This interplay activates

embedded histories of linguistic and sensory difference, sometimes in unpredictable ways. My aim here is to show that the graph
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linking media development and political change does not always culminate in liberalism. That is, even if Indian political culture

appears strange, it can be demonstrated to be technologically sophisticated. But at the same time, the enhancement of

democracy is undeniably among its outcomes.

My previous book represented an initial attempt to relate the patterns of political culture to the modalities of communication,

focusing on a single series of events. In my current book, I pull back to trace the career of the “communications concept” in a

postcolonial, nonaligned nation. This is not just about India, therefore.

Communications had a crucial role to play on either side of the Cold War divide, whether through the power of speech in free

markets or through state propaganda. Nonaligned nations, with their nationalist universalism, did seek a third path, which

instead idealized state-led national development. What resulted was a kind of tacking between the state and the market, where

the media was not entirely either of the one or the other side. A fascinating set of lessons can be learned from this history

therefore.

Where new nations sought to establish modern social formations through state practice, the work of the media has taken up

where states left off, especially in the latest phase of globalization. The media continue to be assimilated to one or other side of

moribund cold war polemics (market vs state) but may be we can think about them as a third force, that need to be accounted

for separately, that is, through a specific set of terms.

It is in those countries where media growth has been most recent that the standard institutions and received expectations of

modernization, have less influence, and where unexpected outcomes ensue. Anticolonial nationalism had already shown this.

The expansion of what Benedict Anderson called print capitalism led to imagining new forms of political community. The work of

the imagination has not ceased with nationalism, however, and needs to be tracked. It clearly helps to diffuse political power

outside the existing state form. The expansion of the market, the ascendancy of religion as a public force, and the prominence of

violence all stem in part from the expansion of the media. It is unfortunate that terrorism has quickly replaced the cold war

framework for thinking about such problems, because there is a lot more going on here. India provides an important place to

examine these dynamics.

Where do you see your work evolving now? How has your year at CASBS influenced your thinking and your work?

I see my next work as being more historical, giving greater empirical richness and I hope, analytical clarity, to the picture I am

outlining in my present book. I feel lucky to have spent a year at CASBS. There is of course, the exchange of ideas across

disciplines. The Hoover archives have also been very useful. Trying to think about one’s project from unfamiliar disciplinary

perspectives is always illuminating for one’s own work. More than that though, being in the proximity of intelligent and

accomplished people on a non-competitive basis is positive. One can see how many different styles of comportment there are in

academic life. When we are placed in a collegial atmosphere, it provides a great practical lesson not only in intellectual

engagement but also in how to be a better person.
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